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Abstract

The BioAccord™ LC-MS System has been used for the analysis of cell culture media samples from an Ambr®15 

bioreactor. The comprehensive LC-MS methodology, workflow, and batch analysis software allowed 

bioprocessing engineers to quickly and easily run and process large number of samples. Multivariate data 

analysis provided an overview of differences in composition and concentration across all vessels. This 

information, when combined with other process or product related quality attributes, will enable bioprocess 

groups to quickly gain insight on the impact that critical bioprocess parameters have on products CQAs.

Benefits
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Easy to operate platform, deployable in bioprocess development labs, for rapid and comprehensive cell 

culture media analysis of high throughput automated bioreactor systems

■

One platform supporting media monitoring process analytics as well as product quality analysis including 

glycan profiles, protein modifications or variants through intact or subunit protein analysis. Peptide level 

attribute monitoring and released glycan analysis can be further considered

■

Introduction

Cell culture media provides essential nutrients and components required to sustain cell health and growth and 

for maximizing biotherapeutic production and quality. There is increasing interest from bioprocess groups to 

monitor raw media, feed, supplements, and spent cell culture media, while providing this information quickly to 

process engineers. In addition to essential amino acids, vitamins, and other primary feed components, spent 

media contains hundreds of additional compounds and metabolites. Routine comprehensive monitoring could 

provide additional information about cell culture performance during clone selection and/or process 

optimization. For this technology brief, methodology developed for cell culture media monitoring based on the 

BioAccord LC-MS System1 is applied to the routine screening of in-process samples from an Ambr®15 high 

throughput bioreactor system (Scheme 1). 

Scheme 1. A schematic illustration of BioAccord and Ambr® 15 high throughput bioreactor system.
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Results and Discussion

A mammalian CHO fed batch process was employed for an extended 14-day cultivation on a 24-way Ambr® 15 

Cell Culture bioreactor system. Varying media formulations and supplement conditions were used to provide a 

diverse range of component concentrations. The base cell culture media and feeds used were serum-free 

Sartorius brand chemically defined media for CHO cell culture. Starting on day three samples were taken daily 

for cell count and spent media measurement using the Ambr® 15 automated liquid handler for vessels: CS1:01 

(Media 1-Feed 1), CS1:05 (Media 2-Feed 2), and CS1:09 (Media 1-Feed 3). Media aliquots were centrifuged, 

filtered, and the filtrate diluted using 0.1% FA at a 1:200 ratio prior to loading onto BioAccord for LC-MS analysis. 

Detailed LC-MS acquisition parameters using Accurate Mass Screening Workflow have been described 

previously.1 All data was collected and processed using the compliance ready waters_connect™ informatics 

platform.

Compound assignment was based on their retention time and mass/charge (m/z) alignment using the imbedded 

200+ compound cell culture media library. The data review panel is shown in Figure 1. On the left side of the 

screen, the workflow is organized by function, compound class, and/or transformation pathways, thus simplifying 

and assisting an end user to review the data in a stepwise, systematic fashion. The workflow is customizable if 

additional information or views are desired. The compound summary table (top right) provides a tabulation of 

response and other compound related information which can be exported for further data processing. The 

bottom panel shows the detected peak (extracted ion chromatogram) of the currently selected compound as well 

as a summary plot, showing its trend/level across all injections. From this trending plot the changes of a 

compound in the batch process is readily displayed. 
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Figure 1. An example of waters_connect data review panel showing custom workflow, tabulated result data, and 

trend plot of cystine response from different vessels and over sampling time.

Overlaid trend plots of representative compounds across three vessels over the course of the batch are shown in 

Figure 2. The graph revealed changing responses for some compounds while others remained similar. For 

example, for alanine, proline, and glutamine, the changes from different vessels followed a similar trend. For 

asparagine, cystine, and glutamic acid, vessel CS1:05 showed different trends compared to the other two vessels 

suggesting the starting media composition played a larger role than the feed strategy. 
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Figure 2. Overlaid plot of sampling time vs response of representative compound from three differrent vessels. 

Green line: vessel CS1:01 Media 1-Feed 1, orange line: vessel CS1:05 Media 2-Feed 2, gray line: vessel CS1:09 

Media 1-Feed 3.

Additional batch processing using multivariate data analysis tools was carried out. A representative Principal 

Component Analysis (PCA) plot of these bioreactors across sampling time is shown in Figure 3. PCA analysis 

showed increasing differentiation of media composition over time. Initially, at day three, media composition of all 

three vessels are similar. As cultivation process continues, the media changes were similar for vessels CS1:01 and 

CS1:09, while vessel CS1:05 showed a very different pattern. This information with additional batch comparison 

analysis, when combined with other process or product related quality attributes, will enable bioprocess groups 
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to quickly gain insight during bioprocess development.

Figure 3. PCA plot of bioreactors across sampling time. The data are coloured by vessel name and labelled by 

sampling time (day).

Conclusion

A comprehensive LC-MS methodology and workflow for the analysis of cell culture media samples from the 

Ambr®15 bioreactor system is described. Using an Ambr®15 multi-parallel bioreactor system and BioAccord LC-

MS, media collection and LC-MS acquisition could be carried out for multiple bioreactors during the cultivation 

process on a daily basis. In this way, when the fed-batch process is completed in approximately two weeks, the 

media data from LC-MS analysis is also complete and readily available for more detailed data mining especially 

for process related understandings. The simplicity of BioAccord LC-MS System in terms of ease of method setup 

and long-term performance stability, is an added benefit for bioprocessing engineers with limited LC-MS 

experience to quickly and easily run and process large numbers of samples. Overall, the routine LC-MS based 

analysis of Ambr® 15 bioreactor samples enable bioprocess groups to quickly gain insight during bioprocess 
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development.
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